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Least squares refinements of diffraction intensities for SF., CF4, and SiF4 yielded nonbonded internuclear 
distances that lagged increasingly behind values expected from the bond lengths, the higher the temperature. 
The observation that observed nonbonded shrinkages greatly exceed calculated shrinkages cannot be 
attributed to a deficiency in the theoretical expressions customarily invoked. It is explained, instead, by 
anharmonic effects in bending modes that give the illusion of anomalous shrinkage where it does not, in fact, 
exist. These effects, which skew the nonbonded distribution functions and displace the true mean distances 
from the peak maxima, contain heretofore unexploited information about anharmonic potential constants. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Now that a fairly convenient procedure has been de
vised for studying structures of polyatomic molecules 
systematically over an unprecedented range of temper
ature by electron diffraction (see paper 11), it seemed 
advisable to test it with molecules that are quite stable 
and reasonably well understood. Therefore, we se
lected the Simple binary compounds SF 6' CF4, and SiF4 
for study. What lends novelty to the investigation of 
these frequently studied compounds is the substantially 
larger amplitudes of vibration that are attained. These 
lead to exaggerated manifestations of two effects en
countered also at ordinary temperatures that have not 
yet been satisfactorily settled. The first, the "shrinkage 
effect, ,,2,S is a foreshortening of mean nonbonded inter
nuclear distances relative to hypothetical distances that 
would occur in a rigid molecule with the same mean 
bond lengths and angles. This effect is primarily har
monic in nature. The other effect is that of anharmon
icity. In molecules larger than triatomic, 4 the conse
quences have to date been more a matter of speculation 
than of hard facts. What is known is that, in precise 
studies, calculated and observed shrinkages have often 
been observed to be in poor agreement for obscure rea
sons. Greatly magnified discrepancies of this sort were 
indeed found in the present investigation, and their sys
tematic behavior showed the way to a resolution of the 
problem, as discussed in the following. 

II. ANALYSIS OF DATA 

In the preceding paper1 a description was given of our 
experimental procedure and treatment of data. A cru
cial feature of our treatment turned out to be the adop
tion of a recently proposed model5 to predict the tem
perature dependent asymmetry parameter a6 defined by 

(1) 

and related to the frequency modulation parameter K in 
diffraction intensity by7 

(2) 

Previously, for nonbonded distances, this subtle quan
tity hIts been left to guesswork or has been refined as 
an independent parameter. In an effort to reduce arbi
trariness we chose to adopt a predictive model5 which 

incorporates in a plausible manner the essential anhar
monicity for a three-atom fragment X-A-X arising 
from the nonlinearity of transformation between internal 
and normal coordinates and from the stretching anhar
monicity of the constituent A-X bonds. 

Shrinkages derived from our experiments have been 
calculated from the observed mean internuclear dis
tances for bonded (AF) and nonbonded (FF) atom pairs 
according to 

Ii = 2r~(AF) sin(a/2) -r~(FF) , (3) 

where Ii is the "practical shrinkage"s and a is the equi
librium bond angle. Theoretical shrinkages for com
parison were calculated following Cyvin. S In the case 
of molecules with Oh and T d symmetry, such as the 
fluorides of this study, the theoretical shrinkage can 
be expressed in the Simple form 

(4) 

where the shrinkage components KIJ can be determined 
from normal coordinate calculations. 3 It may be noted 
that the anharmonic contributions to bond lengthening 
discussed in paper 11 do not appear in Eq. (4). They 
cancel and play no role in the determination of either 
experimental or theoretical shrinkages. Calculated 
KIJ terms were obtained over a range of temperatures 
for each molecule with a normal coordinate routine6 

using published force fields9
-

11 for SF 6' CF4, and SiF4 , 

Shrinkages were then calculated as a function of tem
perature from the normal coordinate KIj terms. Ex
perimental temperatures were inferred from the am
plitudes of vibration of bonded atoms, as described in 
Ref. 1. 

It was noted in paper 11 that refinements of diffrac
tion intensities for SF6 at room temperature yielded 
negative values for the cis and trans shrinkages. Simi
lar results for SF 6 have been obtained by Kelley and 
Fink.12 These negative shrinkages were considered an 
artifact connected with the large nonrandom residuals 
encountered at small scattering angles discussed in 
Ref. 13; such residuals represent systematic deficien
cies of standard scattering expressions of modest sig
nificance in the derivation of the parameters sought in 
this work. The diffraction data were, therefore, con-
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FIG. 1. Points, experimental shrinkages for the trans FF 
distance in SF 6 derived as a function of temperature with con
straints described in the text. SoUd curve, shrinkages calcu
lated by Morino-Cyvin method. 

strained through the AMr(s) correction to yield room 
temperature shrinkages which matched, on the average, 
the theoretical room temperature shrinkages (see Ref. 
13 and paper I, Sec. III). Over the entire temperature 
range the effect of the AMr(s) correction was simply to 
increase all experimentally derived shrinkages by rough
ly the same amount as at room temperature. [Com
pare, for example, Figs. 2 and 5(b).J 

III. RESULTS 

Experimentally derived shrinkages are shown in Figs. 
1-4 as a function of temperature and compared with cal
culated shrinkages. Also shown in Fig. 2 are the data 
of Kelley and Fink. 120 14 Experimental points deviate 
systematically and conspicuously from calculated val
ues. The reasons for this and the new information 
latent within the plots are discussed in the next section. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

A. Observation of large apparent shrinkages 

With the exception of the trans shrinkage in SF 6' 

which is reasonably well accounted for by the model 
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FIG. 2. Shrinkages for the cis F F distances in SF 6' See the 
caption, for Fig. 1. 
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FIG. 3. Shrinkages for FF distance in CF4, See the caption 
for Fig. 1. 

treatment,5 markedly increasing deviations of experi
mental shrinkages from theoretical shrinkages with in
creasing temperature (Figs. 1-4) are apparent in our 
data. Because of the well-behaved thermal expansions 
of the bonds, 1 it appears that the large experimental 
shrinkages arise primarily from unforeseen trends in 
the nonbonded distances rather than in the bond dis
tances. 

The possibility that systematic error due to certain 
experimental features is the source of the shrinkage 
anomalies seems to be limited by the agreement of our 
results for SFa with those of Kelley and Fink. 12 Kelley 
and F ink used a nozzle much different from ours and a 
nonphotographic technique for recording diffraction in
tensities. 

A possible source of error in the determination of 
shrinkage in CF4 might be the high background pres
sure s of CF4 in the diffraction chamber during expo-
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FIG. 4. Shrinkages for FF distance in SiF4, See the caption 
for Fig. 1. 
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sures. Uncertainty in the derivation of bond lengths in 
CF4 due to high background pressures was discussed 
previously in paper I, Sec. III. Derivations of non
bonded distances would be affected as well. However, 
just as the determination of the overall trend of changes 
in mean bond lengths does not seem to be seriously af
fected by background pressure, so also is it likely that 
the derivation of changes in the nonbonded distances is 
insensitive to background pressure. We discount, there
fore, the effect of background pressure as an explana
tion of the shrinkage misfit for CF4 , 

B. Explanation of anomalous shrinkage 

If the observed "shrinkages" are bona fide shrinkages 
in the sense of Eqs. (3) and (4), a failure of theory to 
account for experiment within experimental error wOUld 
have to be blamed upon the (conventional) truncation of 
the KiJ expansion at the mean-square perpendicular am
plitude terms «~X)2+ (~y)~/2r" Conceivably, the 
larger-amplitude motions of hot molecules might re
quire extension to terms of higher order. We carried 
out the expansion to higher order, evaluated magni
tudes of the new terms, and found them trivial. There
fore, we conclude that the observed "shrinkages" are 
not true shrinkages at all but are artifacts of the method 
of analysis. That is, the parameter derived to repre
sent the mean nonbonded distances are not authentic 
mean internuclear distances. Instead, they represent 
some compromise parameter leading to a least-squares 
minimum when the least-squares procedure is subject to 
an incorrect constraint. Inasmuch as the first two mo
ments of the distribution functions for nonbonded dis
tances are allowed to vary freely (as r, and l, are re
fined) the trouble must lie with the third moment, or a 
[cf., Eq. (1)]. Because this parameter was chosen in 
accordance with the "predictive model" of Ref. 5, it 
is clear that the predictive model is inadequate for the 
present hot molecules. In view of indiscriminate usage 
of a in the literature (where a is usually written without 
a caret, a practice that confuses it with a, the temper
ature-independent Morse potential constant) we com
ment upon its correct meaning. Parameter fi was in
troduced to help characterize the skewness of a nearly 
Gaussian peak with standard coeffiCient of skewness 

A3= «r -(r»)3)/«r _(r»)~3/2 

(5) 

A convenient form for such a peak, and one that is quite 
appropriate in many vibrational studies, is afforded by 
the gruund state probability distribution function for a 
Morse oscillator. 15 In place of a distribution Of excited 
Morse oscillator functions corresponding to the fixed 
potential constant a, a single distribution function with 
the mathematical form of a ground state function is 
adopted but given flexibility by adjusting parameters l, 
and a E a as needed to get the desired skewness. For 
this specific choice of function it can be shown that 

(6) 

Unfortunately, it is difficult to predict a for an arbitrary 
radial distribution peak. In order to test the effects of 
alternative choices of asymmetry values a, we carried 
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FIG. 5. Effect on the determination of the cis shrinkage in SFs 
of imposing various alternative constraints upon the asymmetry 
parameter 0. Results for three uncorrected plates are com
pared with theoretical shrinkages (solid lines). (a) Crosses, 
aSF=aFF(cis) = OFF (trans) =1. 8 kl: circles, (isF=I.8 kt, (iFF 

(cis) = aFF (trans) = O. (b) Parameters aFF and (iFF (trans) are 
assigned the temperature dependent values from Fig. 1, Ref. I: 
circles aFF (cis) = 0; crosses, aFF(cis) = (iFF (trans); triangles, 
(iFF (cis) = 3. 0, 3.25, and 3.5 kl for the three plates, in in
creasing order of temperature. 

out least-squares refinements on three uncorrected 
SF 6 plates with different values of aFF (cis). Results 
for cis shrinkage from these refinements are depicted 
in Fig. 5(b). Shown in Fig. 5(a) are the cis shrinkages 
resulting if the practice of keeping aSF constant with 
temperature and setting aFF equal to zero or to liSF is 
adopted. Figure 5(b) clearly implies much larger values 
for tlFF(cis) than those calculated from the "predictive 
model" of Ref. 5, which were nearly zero at all temper
atures. Kelley and Fink12 had also adopted a value of 
zero for tiFF (cis) in their study. In the case of SiF4 , 

the value of a FF at 1000 K which makes the experimen
tally derived shrinkage agree with the theoretical 
shrinkage is about 1 A-t, or 2 A-1 larger than the mod
el tiFF' 

Graphic evidence of the skewing of the SFa cis distri
bution is evident in the radial distribution function for 
SF6 at higher temperatures (see Fig. 6). The more a 
peak is skewed, the more does the pOSition of its maxi
mum shift from its true center of gravity. It should be 
noted, however, that we found virtually no effect of Ii 
upon the derivation of vibrational amplitudes, and 
changes in the asymmetry parameter associated with 
one internuclear distance did not produce changes in 
the r, value derived for other internuclear distances 
when the distances were refined independently. 16 There
fore, the results of the previous paper are not com-
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FIG. 6. Cis FF peak in radial distribution function for SF6 at 
1700 K. Solid curve, calculated from experimental intensities. 
Broken curve, derived from best fit of experimental intensities 
with aFF(cis) = O. 

promised by our nonoptimum choice of nonbonded asym
metry factors. 

In retrospect, what is clear now that was not antici
pated at the outset of this study is that ordinary mole
cules in excited vibrational states exhibit large pseudo
shrinkage effects that are exactly analogous to the so
called "anharmonic shrinkage" effects17 observed a 
decade ago for cool molecules possessing unusual po
tential functions, namely, XeF 6' 18 IF 7' 19 and ReF 7' 17 

All in all, it is apparent that the diffraction information 
provides substantial information about bending anhar
monicity in molecules that is not embodied in the pre
dictive model of Ref. 5, and that is not simple to derive 
from spectroscopy. What is useful about the predictive 
model is its provision of a baseline from which the spe
cific bending anharmonicity can be reckoned, the an
harmonicity which couples together bending modes of 
different symmetries. Procedures for exploiting this 
new potentiality are under development. They promise 
to lead, on the one hand, to more precise and less arbi
trary structure determinations, particularly in cases 
where low symmetry makes it impossible to distinguish 
between true and pseudoshrinkage effects. They offer 
the hope, on the other hand, of obtaining new knowledge 
about the character of intramOlecular forces. 
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